
Mary Poppins Video song set 3 Friday 19th June 

ALL cast members are needed for end of #24 Playing the Game   

Song Children needed Deadline 

#8 Practically Perfect 
Tilly, Emily T and Freya Tuesday night 

- midnight 23rd  

June. 
 

#9 Practically Perfect playoff Cerys 

#12 Winds Do Change,  Cerys, Yasmin and Eliza 

#14 Spoonful playoff Yasmin and Eliza 

#15 Precision and Order Emily T, Freya, and Tilly 
Rebecca, Matty.   Jasper, Rafferty, William T and 
Joshua. Sofia and Will Hardy 

Sunday night - 

midnight 28th 

June. 
 

#16 Precision and Order (part 2) Lucy.     Jasper, Rafferty, William T and Joshua 
Sofia.    Emily T, Freya 

#18 A Man has Dreams Sofia (singing) Will H, Lucy (dialogue) 

#23 Twists and Turns 
Cerys 

#24Playing the game Tilly, Cerys. Emily T, Freya, Yasmin. 
ALL from 2m28s (sway through intro) come in singing 
“The wind may blow…” to end. 

 

Record on your phone/iPad against a plain background. We have given a deadline to help Mr Johnston, 

who is editing all the film, to be able to complete one song project before moving on to the next. Upload each 

video Using the link https://driveuploader.com/upload/XoC8uOyOPc/  

Deadlines above. 

 

Practise 

We haven’t rehearsed all these songs, so spend plenty of time learning them before trying to record 

yourself! 

You are all so brilliant – the main thing to remember is to act, using hand gestures and facial 

expressions, exactly as you would do if you were on stage. I will tell you which parts to sing and which 

sections to record in purple! Notes about how to perform are in red! 

 

#24 PlayingThe Game / Chim chim ceer-ee 

ALL record from 2m28s, sway from side to side during the 8 bar brass intro. 

Start singing at bar 119: 

LYRICS: 

The wind may blow, but who’s to know, exactly what it’s bringing? 

Good news or bad, happy or sad, the pendulum keeps swinging. 

A gentle breeze, that moves the trees, becomes an icy blast; 

The warmth has gone, they struggle on and now six weeks have passed. 

Be careful to keep in time, slowing down exactly with the music for the last line! 

After singing, smile and start waving at the camera, continue and record until the music finishes at the end 

of the song! This is where the interval would have been! 

 

 

 

 



#15 Precision and Order 

Clerks, Miss Smythe, Chairman and George sing all together [ if possible wear a bowler or top hat and a 

smart shirt or a jacket and tie if you have one. Don’t worry if not!] 

LYRICS: 

Precision and order, cogs in a wheel 

Opening a ledger, closing 

Prudent investment, financial sense 

Our perfect ray of sunshine – Pounds, shillings and pence. 

[break for dialogue] 

In every transaction, credit or debt, sheets are well balanced, 

Targets are met, met, met, met, met, met, met, met. 

Stop singing, but continue recording until the very end of the song. 

 

 Solo songs 

#8 Practically Perfect Tilly, Emily T and Freya All record from beginning to end. 

#9 Practically Perfect playoff Cerys,  Record from beginning to end. 

#12 Winds Do Change,  Cerys Yasmin and Eliza Cerys record from beginning to end. 
Yasmin and Eliza record from 22s (where music 
changes)  

#14 Spoonful playoff Yasmin and Eliza Record from beginning to end. 

#15 Precision and Order Emily T, Freya, and 
Tilly 
Sofia, Rebecca, Matty.   
Jasper, Rafferty, 
William T and Joshua. 
Will Hardy. 

Emily T, Freya, and Tilly record from beginning to 
end. 
George (Sofia) join Clerks (Rebecca, Matty.   Jasper, 
Rafferty, William T and Joshua) and record from 
19s (where music changes) 
Start singing at 29s and record to end. 
Von Hussler (Will) start recording at 1m16s until 
the end. Come in carefully with dialogue. 

#16 Precision and Order (part 2) Lucy.   Jasper, Rafferty, 
William T and Joshua 
Sofia.    Emily T, Freya 

George (Sofia) join Clerks (Rebecca, Matty.   Jasper, 
Rafferty, William T and Joshua) record singing from 
beginning to 17s. 
Lucy and Sofia record from beginning, remaining 
silent during singing then picking up dialogue with 
Sofia, then singing to end. 
Freya and Emily record from 57s to end! 

#18 A Man has Dreams Sofia (singing) Will H, 
Lucy (dialogue) 

Sofia record from beginning to end. 
Will H record dialogue from beginning Stopping at 
16s. 
Lucy Start at 26s and record to end. 

#23 Twists and Turns Cerys Cerys  record from beginning to end. 

 

Good luck! Have fun. 

We know recording can be stressful, but when you see the end result, you know it will be worth it! 

 

Do email us with any questions. 


